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HGD-CAC Meeting Minutes for October 10, 2018 
 

Introductions 

Chair: John Repsold, presiding and offered opening welcome. 

 

Present:  Ian Sullivan, Secretary; Homer Todd, Past Chair; Alan Chatham, Member-at-Large; 

Temira Hatch, Member-at-Large; Sasha Carey, Spokane Co. Medical Society; Glendie 

Loranger, Life Services of Spokane; Jason Soucinek, Project Six19; Debbie DuPey, Lutheran 

Community Services; Kirsten Duncan, SRHD; Heather Bybee, SPS Director of Secondary 

Curriculum; Stephanie Splater, Coordinator F&H; Tara Luedke, SPS Curriculum Secretary. 

 

1. Membership 
The committee is looking to fill two alternate positions, as well as adding an additional at 

large position. They will be accepting applications until November 9.  

 

2. Old Business 

Proposed Curriculum for 9th grade 

Day by day review of proposed curriculum resumed 

Day 8 
Jason Soucinek begins by discussing the ending activity on page 30. The standard 

reads, “Evaluate how culture, media, society, and other people influence our 

perceptions of gender roles, sexuality, relationships, and sexual orientation.” What is 

the purpose of the activity, as it does not seem to lead students to evaluate? Believes 

the intent of the standard is to give students understanding, empathy, engagement, 

respect, compassion. Is there a better way to teach kids how to evaluate and be aware 

of how outside influence shapes thoughts?  

Staff asks if there are different questions that could get us to the standard intent, 

using this activity, such as using more of the language from the standard. Critical 

review of media sources is a targeted skill in every subject, at every grade level. 

Teachers repeatedly revisit this skill to teach students evaluation skills and to be 

critical consumers of information. 

Jason Soucinek agrees that using the standard language in the questions would be 

better. His issue is with how students are engaging with the articles, not the stories 

themselves.  

John Repsold comments that he would like to see cis gender represented, to round out 

activity.  

Staff suggests having a list that is representative of all identities shared on page 30, 

and then students could pick a couple different stories. Another idea is to show some 
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of the same relationships through different lenses to allow evaluation of even similar 

relationships. 

Jason Soucinek would like to discuss the PowerPoint that accompanies this lesson. 

On slide 7, it states, “When they don’t match…identity “wins”. Then slide 9 states that 

identity is what she decides it is. When it comes to gender identity, is there any border 

or boundary that we want to give to students? Do we have a responsibility to do so?  

Sasha Carey shares that research shows a majority of transgender people will identify 

in their adolescent years. Presenting this information without judgment is ideal.  

John Repsold wonders if we should include the most updated research on gender 

identity in this lesson. 

Debbie DuPey states that there are supports for questioning students. We do not just 

give them information and send them on their way. 

Sasha Carey asks Jason if his concern is that the slide is too ambiguous, is there 

concern that students will say today I am cis, tomorrow I am trans, etc. 

Jason Soucinek states that is his concern.  

Ian Sullivan asks if we care if students are changing identities every day. Is it going to 

be a problem? The statement of “identity is whatever he/she defines it” is accurate. 

Jason Soucinek states that educators have a responsibility to help students 

understand that their sexual health is their responsibility, and there are many ways to 

take care of that. He believes that we have a responsibility to place some sort of 

boundary on permission to identify how they like.  

Homer Todd asks if he believes that our placing a limit will make students limit 

themselves. Students will do what they want regardless.  

Jason Soucinek states that the language makes it feel like we are giving implicit 

approval for open identity. 

Homer Todd asks if he is seeking to place limits on someone’s rights. 

Jason responds only where it pertains to affecting other people. 

Sasha Carey states that when talking about gender identity, this lesson works. You 

put more at risk by placing boundaries than by not.  

Kirsten Duncan reminds committee that state law is that we be inclusive, and placing 

limits means we are not honoring that.  

Alan Chatham states that having rights to do something does not absolve you from 

responsibility and consequences, and shares an example. 

Committee members discussed various research relating to identity, personal 

experiences with questioning youth, the intent of the standard and lesson, and their 

varying perspectives on this issue. 
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Staff seeks clarification on how to adapt this lesson.  

Members agree on changing line 1 on slide 14 to reference identity being what a 

person decides it is, rather than referencing a person’s right, is more consistent.  

 

Day 9 

Jason Soucinek: Paragraph 4 states that the correct term is cisgender, are we asking 

they always use that term? 

Sasha Carey:  Yes, cisgender is a medical term, meaning that you identify as the sex 

assigned at birth 

Staff suggests changing the word ‘correct’ to ‘medical’ 

Jason Soucinek comments there are many interchanged terms and wants to be careful 

to be consistent. He does not feel it is consistent. Maybe adding a footnote with data & 

stats would help with the way we engage this and would bring more context to the 

conversation 

Sasha Carey comments that the lens is medically accurate, that is an element of this 

review. 

Kirsten Duncan comments that the health district has reviewed 3 Rs for medical 

accuracy. 

Glendie Loranger is looking at the balance of lessons. She feels that if we can identify 

places, like paragraph 3, where we can indicate rare/uncommon occurrences, it would 

bring a more balanced approach.  

Sasha Carey feels this is a small part of the lesson and does not want information to 

be distracting. Also expresses concern for students who fall into those uncommon 

categories, and not wanting them to feel singled out or weird.  

John Repsold suggests adding percentage in parenthesis rather than adding footnote. 

Debbie DuPey comments that we have medical members on committee for that 

purpose. 

Staff seeks confirmation that there is a need to add context to phrasing for less 

generality. Members agree.   

John Repsold comments on step 3 activity. Is the end game to demonstrate that you 

have to ask, you cannot assume someone’s gender, identity, etc.? 

Staff states that they took it more generally such as what does society say a girl 

is/what do they show as masculine/feminine. Asking them to describe someone 

without gender defining words leads them to evaluate, per the standard. 

Sasha Carey feels the activity helps you realize you have more assumptions than you 

think/realize/know.  
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Jason Soucinek & Ian Sullivan comment on the note on language. Phrasing is helpful; 

they would like to see that added to teacher note at beginning of book, as well as a 

reminder at the beginning of days 8 & 9, stressing language importance. 

Staff comments that this can also be critical part of PD. They can add reminder to 

lesson start on world view/language. 

 

Day 10 
Jason Soucinek states that this is the best abstinence lesson of all curriculum 

reviewed to date. He does have a concern about some fear/shame based language. For 

example, this lesson begins by talking about failure to make good decisions. Instead, 

could we phrase it to why someone chooses one way or another? Would like to see this 

taught in a way that shows this is a good thing. Choosing to wait frees you from some 

of the emotional/social consequences of sexual activity. Also notes that there are 

differences between safe, safer and safest. 

Staff has made a note about rephrasing and looking at order.  

 

Day 11 

Glendie Loranger comments that she appreciates the added note on Plan B. 

Staff asks if they should change ‘abortifacient’ to ‘to prevent implantation of fertilized 

zygote’ 

Sasha Carey states that, medically speaking we would never call Plan B an 

abortifacient, as it is used to prevent, not terminate, pregnancy 

Staff asks if it is okay to keep in from the group’s perspective.  

Sasha Carey comments that it should read ‘some peoples beliefs’ 

 

Day 12 

Glendie Loranger relays that she has talked to many teenagers about condom 

demonstration. Some students may feel they are being taught about condom use 

because it is intended that they will use it. She feels strongly that this activity sets 

kids up for an awkward and unnecessary experience, and that this feels promotional 

to sexual activity. The partnering of students feels problematic.  

John Repsold reminds committee that we have spoken about this previously. The 

standard states ‘demonstrate’. Committee could recommend to the board that they do 

not use this standard at this time.  

Staff comments that the committee determined what outcomes would be addressed, 

and they understand this is a sticky point for lots of people. Wonders how we serve the 

kids that genuinely need/want that experience, while honoring the kids who would be 

uncomfortable.  
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Sasha Carey suggests using stations so kids could choose this activity or a couple 

others. 

Glendie Loranger comments that when speaking to girls about tampons, we do not 

demonstrate that, it is a practical application of a skill. Standards aside, I do not think 

that putting kids into this situation will set them up for success.  

Kirsten Duncan feels this is the best way to set up students for success, and the 

classroom is a safe place to do that, it is a low consequence environment. We do not 

want their first time using a condom to be when they are being sexually active.  

Glendie Loranger states that she is not arguing against teaching it, but does not feel 

socially/emotionally it is a safe environment. 

Staff states that students can opt out, will add notes to teachers about not pushing 

students, and they can choose an observer role.  

Jason Soucinek states that demonstrate does not have to mean using a model. We 

need students to be comfortable. The way the lessons starts does not set that up.  

Debbie Dupey states that students want us to have these tough conversations; it helps 

them know they can talk to us and trust us.  

Sasha Carey comments that teaching this skill by practicing it is the best way to 

prevent STIs in adolescents, there is plenty of research to support that.  

John Repsold says we need to have parents say they want their child to learn this, in 

this way. The methodology in this lesson is the problem, not the standard.  

Kirsten Duncan shared that it is important for students to have opportunity to 

physically use condom on demonstrator.  

Sasha Carey suggests having options, let students pick two out of three, get rid of 

student pairs.  

Committee members agree that providing options is better for this lesson. 

 

Committee is out of time to review today. Chair asks staff if they can bring an updated 

version to the next CAC meeting, with the changes discussed through lesson 12. Staff 

agrees to do so. Committee plans to complete review of lessons 13-16 at October 24 CAC 

meeting. 

 

1. Next Regular Meeting: October 24, 2018, 1:00-3:00pm, SPS Boardrooms 

 
Meeting adjourned at 3:05PM. Ten voting members present including chair.  

 

 


